Ten of Hearts:

Trimph with Congregations

Characteristics: Ten of Hearts people can go astray from the truth because
they have a lot of ambition in this world. Actually, they have this awareness as
an innate ability to guide them every step of the journey because they have
already become aware of the truth. Frequently they are artistic as a result of
their creativity. They are not followers, but rather they were born to lead. They
love an audience and therefore love children and gatherings of people where
there is a potential audience. They are either surrounded by many relatives
and social issues or in an area where they can be in front of others. Regardless,
their birth card dictates that they are surrounded by Hearts. Since the two
Aces in their Life Path and are part Aces themselves (the 1 in the ten), the Ten
of Hearts has a strong requirement to question themselves in order to decide
what is most important to them as a person. Others may view them as selfish
or even centered strictly on themselves, because a lot of them are so concerned with this process.
However, only those who have a fundamental goal that is selfish and exclude all others’ needs will suffer
consequences. Generally they are considerate and caring people who value their relationships more than
most other items in their priorities. An important concept with the Ten of Hearts is honesty. It could be just
to be more truthful to themselves or to work out a philosophy that overcomes all the highs and lows that
are a temptation to be less than honest in their communications with others. Their lives can be a difficult
mixture of one fiction after another until they commit themselves to personal truth. A great deal of energy
will be wasted with that commitment. Personal expression and leadership are better and more productive
uses for this energy. They can make a huge contribution in their field of choice in the event that they
exercise clear judgment. The fact is that they are innovators. They can act from either humanitarian or
selfish motives, and this generally has a great deal to do with their final destination. They are normally
gentle and wise. Their guardian and guiding light is wisdom. Their wisdom keeps them in balance even
though they are independent and frequently act on impulse. Because they have inborn gifts it is possible
that they will make a special mark on the world.
Relationships: Ten of Hearts are attracted to those who are powerful. They have the power of love as well
and consequently are also not fearful of working for the love they desire in their lives. They are popular and
have a lot of charm. They are not shy about making the initial overture to get a relationship going and,
having done so, they are willing to work for it. For success in love as well as marriage, this can be the
winning ticket. While there can be some indecision that can lead to issues, they have fundamentally good
karma in romance. Relationships with Diamond women can be a struggle due to indecision and fickleness
carried over from their karma. While Ten of Hearts are highly intelligent, when they use their intelligence
and creativity to the area of romance, they can get into trouble trying too hard to force things to turn out
according to plan. Planning our daily schedule is one thing, but love is not something to be planned and
adjusted in that way. Rather than thinking things out, there is the necessity to learn feelings in matters of
romance.
Personality Connections: Both genders should avoid Diamond women. Club women attract Ten of Hearts
men. Ten of Hearts of both genders are a benefit to Spade males. Some Spade women can make a good
partnership with Ten of Hearts men. Queen of Diamonds women are difficult for the men. And the Ten of
Hearts woman is a large issue for Diamond males too.
Confrontations: Children and big groups of individuals draw many Ten of Hearts in the area of work.
Hearts represents young people and the very early years of our life. An obsession or preoccupation with
that aspect of that suit is a possibility. Many Ten of Hearts individuals can overdo groups, students, family
members or youngsters. A paradigm of the Ten of Hearts would be Michael Jackson. Notice how he gave
so much of his life to his performing for audiences and to the children around the globe. Building an
amusement park for children on the grounds of his home topped this off.
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